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 1. Divine Slice of Life

 1.2. Divine Slice of Joy

 2. Library Theme

 3. TakaFell

 4. Cut Through Park

 5. Fight in Park

 6. Wake Up Surprise

 7. Ronan is a Problem

 8. Meet Akame
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 9. Taka Upset Kiss

 10. Strip Scene

 11. Akame Revelation

 12. Closet Kiss

 13. Sakuya Make Love

 14. Bad Ending
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Honestly, I was going to write an in-depth review for this one, but unfortunately, this game is a buggy, crashing mess of a game.
So it's not worth my time or you time and money. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvstuvGd7ck. A childhood favorite, I'd
been having random, feverish dreams about playing Dig Dug. I have no idea WHY, but you can imagine how excited I was
when I realized that this game was available on Steam. It brings back memories of simpler times, when I could play games on
my Atari sans the crushing weight of the world on my shoulders. Good times.

Reminiscing aside, I have nothing bad to say about Dig Dug. This is a solid port, much like the other Namco Arcade Game
Series games. The screen layout features artwork to simulate an arcade cabinet, which is a nice touch. The game itself features
an online leaderboard and those good ol' Steam achievements. Can't go wrong if arcade nostalgia's your thing.. Well it is buggy,
but in the developers defense they are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems interesting enough (thus far), but
in its current state I wouldn't recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game breaking bugs are becoming less
frequent, but they still render the game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or so). I will keep trying as new
updates become available, and will consider changing this to a positive review when the game actually works long enough for
me to give it a proper chance (I say consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a
stubborn♥♥♥♥♥♥.

P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. If you like to read "what the f...." or "f.... that" then you may
like this story. I find it repulsive.. Great mechanics and art style would support a sequel. Lizardman now has a total of ONE
torso piece (that doesn't look good at all).
http:\/\/puu.sh\/DsZcM\/ee77341e59.png

Bandai Namco, please enable all armors to work on all races, we don't care about clipping, disable the "conflicts with this gear
piece" and allow us to be more creative. If clipping issues are what you see are the problem, allow us to have sliders on the gear
just like the 3 special equipments have. Even with save editing you can get really good armor pieces that \/have no bad clipping
at all\/ on Lizardman race.

Music is a nice touch, but it's not what I was paying for (Character Creation Set).
The other gear is alright, $6 isn't a big ask, but the overarching problem of not enabling all gear for all races is a bummer.
Would love to see an extra couple slots of special equipment for some character creations in the future (and slots, I ran out).
The new special equipment are good, got a cone basic shape which I've been wanting for ages.. This game is fun, I really liked
the graphics. Melon.
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Story line cinematics have few fun moments, but it absolutely does not worth 15 euro. I recommend this game to all those
people who like shooters based in the era of Vietnam.
The game is being improved but still it lacks many things to solve.
The developer of this game is one of the members who developed the Eve of Destruction mod for Battlefield 1942, Battlefield
Vietnam and Battlefield 2.
And that says a lot since he is an experienced person.
If you are encouraged to buy this game then do not ask for a refund since as I tell you the game is being updated to correct all
the bugs.. I'm kind of split, but I'll give it a go:
Contras:
- Music is probably stolen
- Music isn't credited throughoutly
- Nude Version is a joke
- Not a lot of variety in maps & dances of the girls
- Hitting notes rights or not seems random
- Notes are often not even fitting to the song

Pros:
- Great and enjoyable music
- Challenge Mode which is the Rythm game section and the other ones are just to enjoy the music, the dances or the girls
- Jiggle Physics
- Uncencored is possible (Steam\/steamapps\/common\/Girls dance\/Girls Dance_Data\/StreamingAssets editing the
"Cencored.json" file with a simple text editor an change flase to true (i know it's reverse but there you go))
- Jiggle Physics
- Light Animations (especially in Disco) are good
- Jiggle Physics
- Not much to expect for 1,60\u20ac
- a simple game to transit time or to chill out
. Nice game!
Please add more music xD. Cons:
It feels old
Poor gunplay
Poor movement control while in free run (not aiming gun)

Pros:
Riding bikes on vertical walls
Enjoyable climbing/platforming
Great camera control so you can easily see everywhere and work out where to go
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